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We review the status of the 2-Higgs doublet model (2HDM) type-II, in the light of the current
experimental results and various theoretical consistency conditions. Compared to the existing literature, in
this paper, we apply for the first time a new method that can improve the standard procedure for setting
bounds on the 2HDM parameter space, as no experimental evidence has been found so far. Our new
numerical framework, called MAGELLAN, and statistical techniques can be applied to any beyond the
Standard Model (BSM) scenario. Here, we take as testing ground the 2HDM, particularly as it is physically
interesting and moreover characterized by a far from trivial multidimensional parameter space where the
effectiveness of the new methods can be proved. MAGELLAN uses a Markov chain Monte Carlo technique
for scanning the parameter space and leverages the use of data processing and visualisation methods,
allowing the user to perform inference on the model in a complete and efficient way. The novelty of the
proposed method is that the parameter space of any BSM theory can be projected onto any bidimensional
plane while still retaining all underlying attributes of those points, so that it is possible to investigate the
associations between the properties of the various lower dimensional subspaces of the complete parameter
space. The MAGELLAN’s website interactive dashboards can be accessed via a public link. Through this
website, the user can explore the full parameter space and exploit the phenomenological features of a BSM
model with ease.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The discovery of a Higgs boson at the Large Hadron
Collider (LHC) has been a triumph for particle physics
[1,2], revealing that the masses of the fundamental particles
in nature are indeed generated through the Higgs mecha-
nism of (spontaneous) electroweak symmetry breaking
(EWSB). This particle eventually revealed itself to have
properties close to those of the Standard Model (SM) Higgs

state. However, even if technically possible, it is rather
unnatural thinking that the discovered state would ulti-
mately complete the particle physics scenario. Such a light
Higgs state leaves in fact the hierarchy problem unresolved,
that is, the great disparity between the Higgs mass itself
(125 GeV) and the Planck scale (of order 1019 GeV). Under
the assumption that the discovered Higgs state is of a
fundamental nature, i.e., not a composite state, in order to
surpass the hierarchy problem, one has to invoke beyond
the SM (BSM) scenarios that inevitably involve an enlarged
Higgs sector. One could have any number of singlet Higgs
fields and/or Higgs doublets.
In this paper, we consider the presence of a second Higgs

doublet, thereby introducing a generic 2-Higgs doublet
model (2HDM). The presence of a second Higgs doublet
naturally arises in many models of BSM physics that can
remedy several of the flaws of the SM. Just to cite a few of
these, a class of axion models [3,4], which can explain the
lack of observed CP violation in the strong sector, and
certain realizations of composite Higgs models with
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pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone bosons [5–9], can both give rise
to an effective low-energy theory with two Higgs doublets.
The additional source ofCP violation present in this type of
enlarged (pseudo)scalar sector could further provide an
explanation of the matter-antimatter asymmetry. Particular
realizations of the 2HDM also have the appealing features
of being able to explain neutrino mass generation [10], to
provide a candidate for dark matter [11] or to accommodate
the muon g − 2 anomaly [12–14]. While all these pheno-
mena cannot all be addressed simultaneously by the
2HDM, it is worth mentioning that the Higgs sector
embedded in it can be found in realizations of complete
theories, like supersymmetry; e.g., it is well known that the
minimal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM) requires
the existence of two doublets to generate the mass of both
up-type and down-type quarks and charged leptons. In this
case, the Yukawa couplings should have type-II values. The
representative model chosen in this paper, the 2HDM
type-II, would therefore coincide with the MSSM
[15,16] in the sparticle decoupling limit where the super-
symmetry scale is assumed to be much higher than the EW
one. This coincidence does not spoil the pure generality of
the chosen 2HDM representation of the scalar sector,
embedded in the wide variety of models concisely recalled
above.
From the experimental point of view, the additional four

Higgs states of a generic 2HDM [15,17] provide a range of
observables through which all the above theoretical models
could in principle be tested, or at least have a first evidence
of their validity through their scalar sector. Hence, it is
worthwhile investigating in detail the scope of the LHC in
discovering the new Higgs bosons described by the 2HDM
generic representation.
There exists a vast literature on the phenomenological

analyses setting bounds on the 2HDM parameter space, as
no experimental evidence has been found so far. The last
two decades have seen the implementation and develop-
ment of global fits, which collect the data coming from
different experiments and make rigorous statistical analyses
to extract limits on BSM theories. The package GFitter [18]
was a pioneer in releasing a global EW fit to constrain new
physics predicted by a variety of models, including the
2HDM. Other toolkits are published in the literature, with
their main focus centred on supersymmetry and its numer-
ous variants. A global analysis of supersymmetry is
provided by SFitter [19], SuperBayeS [20–22], Fittino
[23–25], Lilith [26,27], and MasterCode [28–32]. A much
wider range of BSM theories is covered by the package
Gambit [33,34], a global fitting software framework
characterized by theory flexibility and straightforward
extension to new observables and external interfaces.
Bounds on the MSSM are addressed by Gambit in
Ref. [34] and limits on the 2HDM are derived in
Ref. [35], specifically.

The standard procedure, generally adopted by global
fitting packages, makes use of all relevant experimental
data and theoretical arguments that can constrain the
model. These constraints can be categorized into the
following three main sources: measurements of the dis-
covered 125 GeV Higgs boson properties (i.e., production
and decay signal strengths), direct and indirect searches
for the extra Higgs bosons present in the model and,
finally, theory considerations based on perturbativity,
unitarity, triviality, and vacuum stability. The statistical
analysis is then performed, with the likelihood function
expressing the plausibilities of different parameter values
for the given sample(s) of data. As the 2HDM parameter
space is six dimensional, the standard way of extrac-
ting bounds is projecting the full parameter space onto
bidimensional planes, defined by any two model para-
meters. In doing so, the statistical procedure is maximiz-
ing the (log) likelihood on all the other four remaining
parameters.
In this paper, we apply for the first time a new method

that can improve this standard procedure. Our new tools
and statistical techniques can be applied to any BSM
scenarios. Here, we take as testing ground the 2HDM,
particularly as it is physically interesting and moreover
characterized by a multidimensional parameter space. This
latter feature allows us to prove the effectiveness and
efficiency of our new approach in a far from trivial setup.
First of all, we perform an efficient scanning of the
parameter space through a Markov chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) approach with T3PS [36]. After this first step,
instead of projecting the parameter space onto bidimen-
sional planes by maximizing the (log-)likelihood over the
other remaining parameters, we keep the full punctual
information on all the model parameters, simultaneously.
We introduce effective data processing and visualisation
methods based on PANDAS [37], MATPLOTLIB [38], BOKEH
[39], and HOLOVIEWS [40]. With the help of these packages
and the wrapper framework called MAGELLAN, the param-
eter space of any BSM theory can be projected onto any
bidimensional plane while still retaining all underlying
attributes of those points, so that it is possible to investigate
the associations between the properties of the various lower
dimensional subspaces of it. This constitutes the novelty of
our method. The code MAGELLAN is not published yet [41].
However, its website interactive dashboards can be
accessed via the link given in Ref. [42]. We have moreover
created an open-access repository in Zenodo. There, we
have published the datasets generated by MAGELLAN. The
MCMC scan of the 2HDM type-II parameter space is
stored in a HDF5 file and instructions are given to load the
dataset as a PANDAS data frame. Through the MAGELLAN

website, the user can explore the complete parameter space
at once and exploit the phenomenological features of the
model with ease.
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To envisage the wider use of the proposed toolkit, we
highlight that applications of MAGELLAN to BSM theories
other than the 2HDM presented in this paper are already
well documented. The first one addresses the analysis of the
Higgs boson pair production in six different channels. In
this case, the toolkit has been used to extract the excluded
regions in the parameter space of the EWK-singlet model
and the hMSSM model. This analysis has been published
by ATLAS [43]. The second application concerns the
analysis of the extra CP-even Higgs boson decaying into
two light Higgs bonsons at the LHC within the 2HDM
type-II. This analysis is already public on the MAGELLAN

website. There, also the analyses of both the heavy
CP-even and CP-odd Higgs boson decaying into tau pairs
are published. These latter studies represent extensions of
the main analysis carried out in this paper which, for
illustrative purposes, is focused on the associated produc-
tion pp → Zh → 4f within the type-II 2HDM [44].
The plan of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II, we

describe the 2HDM type-II, as explained, taken as proto-
typical example to illustrate the described approach. In
Sec. III, the scanning procedure is specified. Section IV
enumerates the theoretical and experimental constraints

that are taken into account during the paremeter
space scans. Section V shows how data interpretation is
facilitated by the new toolkit. Finally, in Sec. VI, we
conclude.

II. THE 2HDM

In this section, we give a brief introduction to the 2HDM,
with a focus on the aspects relevant to our analysis.
Extensive reviews of the 2HDM can be found in
Refs. [15–17]. An important feature of the model is the
number of degrees of freedom (d.o.f.) of the fields, which
we can be enumerated before and after the spontaneous
breaking of the EW symmetry due to the shape of the Higgs
potential. Initially, we have two complex doublets, Φ1 and
Φ2, giving eight d.o.f. in total. After EWSB, the spectrum
contains two CP-even scalars h and H, one pseudoscalar A
and two charged Higgs bosons H� (i.e., 5 d.o.f.). The
Goldstone bosons of the theory will then become the
longitudinal components of the weak W� and Z bosons
(3 d.o.f). Hence, the total number of d.o.f. is unchanged.
The most general renormalizable (i.e., quartic) scalar

potential of two doublets can be written as

Vgen ¼m2
11Φ

†
1Φ1 þm2

22Φ
†
2Φ2 − ½m2

12Φ
†
1Φ2 þH:c:� þ 1

2
λ1ðΦ†

1Φ1Þ2 þ
1

2
λ2ðΦ†

2Φ2Þ2 þ λ3ðΦ†
1Φ1ÞðΦ†

2Φ2Þ þ λ4ðΦ†
1Φ2ÞðΦ†

2Φ1Þ

þ
�
1

2
λ5ðΦ†

1Φ2Þ2 þ ½λ6ðΦ†
1Φ1Þ þ λ7ðΦ†

2Φ2Þ�Φ†
1Φ2

�
; ð1Þ

where m2
11, m2

22, m2
12 are mass squared terms and λi

(i ¼ 1;…; 7) are dimensionless quantities describing the
coupling of the order-4 interactions. Of all such parameters,
six are real (m2

11, m
2
22, λi with i ¼ 1;…; 4) and four are

a priori complex (m2
12 and λiwith i ¼ 5;…; 7). Therefore, in

general, the model has 14 free parameters. Under appro-
priate manipulations, this number can however be reduced.
Following Ref. [45], to start with, one can diagonalize the

quadratic part of the potential in the ðΦ1;Φ2Þ space,
removing the m2

12 term, thus getting rid of two parameters.
Then, one can make a relativeUð1Þ transformation onΦ1 or
Φ2, making λ5 real, hence down to 11 parameters. Next, by
removing CP violation, the number of free parameters
reduces to nine, as this requires making one neutral
Higgs state decouple from both VV (VV ¼ WþW− and
ZZ) and HþH− interactions. Furthermore, the Yukawa
matrices corresponding to the two doublets are not simulta-
neously diagonalizable, which can pose a problem, as the off
diagonal elements lead to tree-level Higgs mediated flavor
changing neutral currents (FCNCs) on which severe experi-
mental bounds exist. The Glashow-Weinberg-Paschos
(GWP) theorem [46,47] states that this type of FCNCs is

absent if at most one Higgs multiplet is responsible for
providing mass to fermions of a given electric charge. This
GWP condition can be enforced by a discrete Z2 symmetry
(Φ1 → þΦ1 andΦ2 → −Φ2) on the doublets, in which case
the absence of FCNCs is natural. The soft Z2-symmetry
breaking condition relies on the existence of a basis where
λ6 ¼ λ7 ¼ 0. Therefore, one loses two additional parameters
potentially reducing further their overall number down to
seven, yet, allowing for a softly broken Z2 symmetry, as
customarily done to enable EWSB compliant with exper-
imental measurements, leads to eight parameters.
However, after EWSB, each scalar doublet acquires a

vacuum expectation value (VEV) that can be parametrized
as follows:

hΦ1i ¼
vffiffiffi
2

p
�

0

cos β

�
hΦ2i ¼

vffiffiffi
2

p
�

0

sin β

�
; ð2Þ

where the angle β determines the ratio of the two doublet
VEVs, v1 and v2, through the definition of tan β ¼ v2=v1,
and where v ¼ 246 GeV is a fixed value, thereby giving a
final count of seven free parameters.
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Under the above conditions, there are several alternative
bases in which the 2HDM can be described: the general
parametrization (as given above in terms of m2

ij and λis),
the Higgs basis, where one of the doublets gets zero VEV,
and the physical basis, where one uses the physical
masses of the scalars. However, in the light of the
discovery of the 125 GeV Higgs boson, herein the h

state, it is customary to parametrize the theory using the
hybrid basis [48], where the parameters provide a
convenient choice to give a direct control on both the
CP-even and CP-odd Higgs masses, the hVV couplings
(V ¼ W�; Z), the Aqq̄ vertices and the Higgs quartic
couplings. The parameters in this basis are

mh;mH|fflfflffl{zfflfflffl}
CP−even Higgs masses

; cosðβ − αÞ|fflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflffl}
determines the ghVV & gHVV couplings

; tan β|ffl{zffl}
ratio of the vevs

; Z4; Z5; Z7;|fflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflffl}
Higgs self-coupling parameters

ð3Þ

with mH ≥ mh, 0 ≤ β ≤ π=2, and 0 ≤ sinðβ − αÞ ≤ 1. The
remaining (pseudo)scalar masses can be expressed in terms
of the quartic scalar couplings in the Higgs basis,

m2
A ¼ m2

H sin2ðβ − αÞ þm2
h cos

2ðβ − αÞ − Z5v21; ð4Þ

m2
H� ¼ m2

A −
1

2
ðZ4 − Z5Þv2: ð5Þ

In the hybrid basis, by swapping the self-couplings Z4 and
Z5 with the scalar masses given above, the seven free
parameters can be recast into four physical masses and
three parameters that are related to the couplings of the
scalars to gauge bosons, fermions, and scalars themselves,
respectively,

mh; mH; mA; mH� ; cosðβ−αÞ; tanβ; Z7: ð6Þ

In the above list, Z7 enters only the triple and quartic scalar
interactions. Finally, as mh has been measured with

excellent accuracy at the LHC, the number of parameters
defining the scalar potential comes down to six.
Beside the (pseudo)scalar fields, also fermions are

required to have a definite charge under the discrete Z2

symmetry. The different assignments of the Z2 charge in
the fermion sector give rise to the four different types of
2HDM. The couplings of the neutral Higgs bosons to
fermions, normalized to the corresponding SM value
(mf=v, henceforth, denoted by κhqq for the case of the
SM-like Higgs state coupling to a quark q, where q ¼ d, u),
can be found in Table I.
As intimated, in the remainder of this paper, we

will concentrate on the 2HDM type-II. There are two
limiting scenarios, giving rise to two distinct regions in the
½cosðβ − αÞ; tan β� parameter plane [49]. They can be
understood by examining the behavior of κhqq as a function
of the angles α and β. Taking the limits β − α → π

2
(upper

lines in the upcoming figure) and β þ α → π
2
(lower lines in

the upcoming figure), the couplings become (recall Table I)

κhdd ¼ −
sin α
cos β

¼ sinðβ − αÞ − cosðβ − αÞ tan β →
β−α¼π

2

1 ðmiddle regionÞ;

¼ − sinðβ þ αÞ þ cosðβ þ αÞ tan β →
βþα¼π

2

− 1 ðright armÞ;

κhuu ¼
cos α
sin β

¼ sinðβ − αÞ þ cosðβ − αÞ cot β →
β−α¼π

2

1 ðmiddle regionÞ;

¼ sinðβ þ αÞ þ cosðβ þ αÞ cot β →
βþα¼π

2

1 ðright armÞ: ð7Þ

The dependence of κhdd and κhuu on cosðβ − αÞ and tan β
is illustrated in Fig. 1. The β − α → π

2
case corresponds to

the “middle region,” which is the SM limit of the theory. In
the right-hand side plot of Fig. 1, this domain is identified
by the contour region where 0.9 ≤ κhdd ≤ 1.1, that is,
assuming a range within 10% of the SM couplings. The
β þ α → π

2
case corresponds to the “right arm,” where one

gets an opposite sign for the coupling between the SM-like
Higgs h and the down-type quarks, relative to the SM

value. This is called the wrong-sign Yukawa coupling
scenario. In the right-hand side plot of Fig. 1, this region is
represented by the narrow arm (or tongue), where the
coupling is negative and assuming again a range within
10% of the SM coupling values: −1.1 ≤ κhdd ≤ −0.9. Both
the alignment and the wrong-sign regions are well within
the O(10%) discrepancy from the corresponding SM value
allowed for the coupling of the SM-like Higgs to the up-
type quarks, κhuu, as shown in the left-hand plot of Fig. 1.
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The most up-to-date 125 GeV Higgs combined signal
strength analyses from ATLAS [50] and CMS [51],
interpreted in the 2HDM type-II can be seen in Fig. 2,
where it is found that the hypotheses of κhdd ¼ 1 and
κhdd ¼ −1 are still both allowed. On the theory side, an
interesting study [52] based on renormalization group
equations (RGEs) has shown that, if one requires the
model to be valid up to higher energies (beyond 1 TeV),
the allowed parameter space shrinks to the positive sign of
κhuu=κhdd, otherwise called the alignment region. Below the
TeV energy scale, both the alignment and wrong-sign
scenario are valid. From a more phenomenological point
of view, many analyses have been performed to constrain
these two domains. In particular, the importance of the
decay channels of the two extra neutral Higgs bosons, A
and H, in the wrong-sign limit of the model has been
clearly illustrated in Ref. [53]. Here, we intend to revisit in
detail how the constraints onto the 2HDM type-II para-
meter space are normally drawn and how they can be

improved upon using our new framework, i.e., MAGELLAN.
In the next section, we describe the methodology and the
tools employed to perform our scans.

III. MAGELLAN: GLOBAL SCAN FOR BOUNDS
EXTRACTION AND DATA INTERPRETATION

In this section, we describe a new methodology that can
be employed to explore the parameter space of any BSM
theory. Our novel framework, MAGELLAN, is indeed
designed for a twofold scope. Firstly, it allows one to
easily import any new experimental results so as to interpret
these within any given model and derive bounds on the
corresponding parameter space. Secondly, MAGELLAN can
quickly predict the regions of the latter that can be
accessible in a given search with the actual luminosity at
hand and show therein the characteristics of the new
particles to be searched for (e.g., mass, width, decay rates,
etc.) thus allowing us to improve the data analysis.
In order to illustrate the model exploration approach

adopted by MAGELLAN [42], we take as an example
the 2HDM type-II. Within this new interactive framework,
the latest limits on this model are then derived to show the
effectiveness of the new method. The key starting point is
implementing all existing constraints, from theory and
experiment. In order to scan over the 2HDM parameter
space, we use a MCMC based on T3PS [36] for parallel
processing of parameter scans. This tool makes use of the
standard Metropolis-Hastings [54,55] algorithm that is
briefly summarized below.

(i) Step 0) Draw a point from the prior distribution πðθ),
which will serve as the starting point of the chain.
The likelihood corresponding to this point is LðθjdÞ.

FIG. 1. Light CP-even Higgs couplings to the up-type (left) and down-type (right) quarks, normalized to the corresponding SM value,
in the [cosðβ − αÞ; tan β] plane.

TABLE I. Couplings of the neutral Higgs bosons to fermions,
normalized to the corresponding SM value (mf=v) in the 2HDM
type-I, II, III, and IV.

h H A

Model u d l u d l u d l

Type-I cos α
sin β

cos α
sin β

cos α
sin β

sin α
sin β

sin α
sin β

sin α
sin β

cot β − cot β − cot β

Type-II cos α
sin β − sin α

cos β − sin α
sin β

sin α
sin β

cos α
sin β

cos α
sin β cot β tan β tan β

Type-III cos α
sin β

cos α
sin β − sin α

sin β
sin α
sin β

sin α
sin β

cos α
cos β − cot β cot β − tan β

Type-IV cos α
sin β − sin α

cos β
cos α
sin β

sin α
sin β

cos α
cos β

sin α
sin β

− cot β − tan β cot β
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(ii) Step 1) Propose a new candidate point θ0, taken from
the proposal distribution qðθ0; θÞ. In our case,
qðθ0; θÞ is a Gaussian distribution, centered around
the previous point θ with a standard deviation of a,
commonly referred to as the step size. The likelihood
corresponding to the new point is Lðθ0jdÞ.

(iii) Step 2) Calculate the ratio of the posterior proba-
bilities corresponding to the two points:
r ¼ Lðdjθ0Þπðθ0Þqðθ0;θÞ

LðdjθÞπðθÞqðθ0;θÞ . In the Metropolis-Hastings al-

gorithm, qðθ0; θÞ is symmetric; therefore, it drops out
in the ratio.

(iv) Step 3) If r ≥ 1, then accept the new proposal,
otherwise accept the candidate with a probability of
r. If the point is rejected repeat the process from
Step 1).

(v) Step 4) Once a new candidate is found, add it to the
chain and repeat the process from Step 1).

The likelihood function, LðdjθÞ, is constructed using the
experimental χ2 values coming from the Higgs coupling
measurements and the fit to the S, T, and U parameters of
the EW precision observables (EWPOs). The likelihood is
defined as

L ¼ exp

�
−
χ2tot
2

�
; ð8Þ

where χ2tot ¼ χ2HS þ χ2ST , with χ2HS being the χ2 value
extracted from measurements of the h couplings entering
the production and decays modes of the SM-like Higgs
state discovered at CERN. We have used HiggsSignals 2 [56]
beta version, which includes experimental data tables

collected until September 2018. HiggsSignals compares the
2HDM predictions for the scalar sector with the SM-like
Higgs signal rate and mass measurements at the LHC,
giving rise to a likelihood estimate. Recently, they have
released a validation (see Ref. [57]) against the ATLAS and
CMS combined analysis of the LHC run1 data at 7 and
8 TeV [58,59]. An update for the run2 data was still
unpublished at the time of writing. We have however
checked the consistency of our results, obtained then via a
link to HiggsSignals, against the experimental fits at run2. The
S and T parameter compatibility measure (U is irrelevant
for our purposes) χ2ST is

χ2ST ¼ ðS − Sexpbest fitÞ2
σ2Sð1 − ρ2STÞ

þ ðT − Texp
best fitÞ2

σ2Tð1 − ρ2STÞ

− 2ρST
ðS − Sexpbest fitÞðT − Texp

best fitÞ
σTσSð1 − ρ2STÞ

; ð9Þ

where the best fit values Sexpbest fit and Texp
best fit, their uncer-

tainties σS=T and the correlation parameter, ρ2ST , are taken
from the fit result of the Gfitter group [60].
One naturally concentrates on the experimental observ-

ables where the discovered h state enters. However,
searches for additional Higgs states, both neutral and
charged (at present yielding null results in either case),
once interpreted in a specific theoretical model, can force
constraints onto its parameter space. Hence, these ought to
be included as well. We have done so here using the
program HiggsBounds 4 [61], which tests the model against
the exclusion limits extracted from the Higgs searches at
LEP, Tevatron, and LHC. Another constraint, which must

1− 0.5− 0 0.5 1

)α-βcos(

1−10

1

10

β
ta

n

 PreliminaryATLAS
-1 = 13 TeV, 24.5 - 79.8 fbs

| < 2.5
H

y = 125.09 GeV, |Hm

2HDM Type-II

Obs. 95% CL
Best Fit Obs.
Exp. 95% CL
SM

)α-βcos(
0.8− 0.6− 0.4− 0.2− 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

β
ta

n

1−10

1

10
 (13 TeV)-135.9 fb

2HDM Type II

Observed 95% CL

Expected 95% CL

CMS

FIG. 2. Allowed regions of [cosðβ − αÞ, tan β] parameters in 2HDM type-II, obtained from the compatibility with the observed
couplings of the 125 GeV boson, when identified as the light Higgs boson, h of the model. The plot show the most up-to-date available
results from ATLAS [50] and CMS [51], seen on the left and right plot, respectively.
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be accounted for, comes from the inclusive weak radiative
B-meson branching ratio (BR) that proceeds through the
quark-level transition of b → sγ. A recent study [62], using
results from the Belle Collaboration, places a 95% con-
fidence limits (C.L.) lower bound on the charged Higgs
mass: mH� > 580 GeV. Therefore, we only select points
above this mass value.
The algorithm specified above determines how a Markov

chain evolves in the parameter space. Since each chain is
independent, the different chains can be run in parallel,
reducing the wall-clock time of the scan. The MCMC scan
is performed over the six-dimensional parameter space
[mH, mH� , mA, cosðβ − αÞ, tan β, Z7]. The ranges and step
size of each parameter can be found in Table II. Other
physical quantities are kept constant, and their chosen
values are listed in Table III. As the scan is computationally
expensive, it is worth specifying what options were chosen
for the scan: 400 independent chains were submitted, each
for 20 hours on Dual 2.6 GHz Intel Xeon 8 core processor
machines. With the given time limit, the setup yields an
average chain length of O(10000) steps for each chain.
Since the Markov chain first needs to find the minimum of
the likelihood, then converge to thermal equilibrium, we
account for this “warm-up” period, hence, the first 200
steps are discarded within every chain. The result of the
MCMC scan is a data sample consisting of 4,259,823
points, before applying the theoretical constraints (pertur-
bativity, unitarity, triviality, and vacuum stability). A key
feature of the MCMC scanning method is that the results
can be interpreted in the Bayesian statistical framework,
that is, the density of the points in the parameter space is
proportional to the posterior probability of the model
describing the data.
A postprocessing step is then performed where we

calculate the production cross-sections and BRs of the
(pseudo)scalars using SusHi [63] and 2HDMC [64], respec-
tively. This allows a direct link between experimental

measurements and data interpretation within a given
BSM theory, like (but not only) the 2HDM type-II.

IV. BOUNDS ON THE 2HDM TYPE-II

In this section, we discuss the bounds that can be
extracted on the six independent free parameters of the
2HDM type-II simultaneously taking into account Higgs
coupling strengths, EWPOs, and the aforementioned theo-
retical constraints.

A. Experimental constraints

The values of the EWPOs, S, T, andU within the 2HDM
are derived in [65,66] and implemented in 2HDMC. The
latter depends on the squared masses of the neutral Higgs
bosons through the F function [67], which commonly
appears in loop calculations,

Fðx; yÞ ¼ xþ y
2

−
xy

x − y
ln
x
y
: ð10Þ

Here, Fðx; yÞ is a non-negative function, which is zero for
x ¼ y and monotonically increasing with the difference
between x and y. To simplify the notation, we use FðA; BÞ
denoting Fðm2

A;m
2
BÞ. The T parameter in the 2HDM can be

expressed as

T ¼ cfcos2ðβ − αÞ½FðH�; hÞ − FðA; hÞ − FðH�; HÞ
þ FðH;AÞ þ 3½FðZ;HÞ − FðW;HÞ�
− 3½FðZ; hÞ − FðW;hÞ��
þ FðH�; HÞ − FðH;AÞ þ FðH�; AÞg; ð11Þ

where c is

c ¼ 1

αEM

g2

64π2m2
W
: ð12Þ

In the alignment limit, where cosðβ − αÞ ≈ 0, the T
parameter simplifies to

T ¼ c½FðH�; HÞ − FðH;AÞ þ FðH�; AÞ�: ð13Þ

From this, we see that a mass degeneracy between A or H
and H� induces a vanishing T parameter. Indeed, fixing
either mH or mA to be equal to the charged Higgs mass is
the rule-of-thumb generally taken in the literature to satisfy
the EWPO constraints within the 2HDM. However, in the
wrong-sign region where cosðβ − αÞ > 0, by taking only
the leading bound on the T parameter into account, this
mass degeneracy can be relaxed to a large extent. This is
shown Fig. 3, where we plot the allowed mass differences
between the charged and neutral Higgs states compliant
with the requirement −0.04 ≤ T ≤ 0.24. This choice is
based on the GFitter analysis of Ref. [60], where U ¼ 0 is

TABLE II. Range and step size of the six-dimensional 2HDM
parameters used in the MCMC scan.

Parameter Min Max Step size

Z7 −10.0 10.0 0.2
mH (GeV) 150 1000.0 20.0
mH� (GeV) 500 1000.0 20.0
mA (GeV) 100 1000.0 20.0
cosðβ − αÞ −1.0 1.0 0.03
tan β 0.5 30.0 0.5

TABLE III. Physical parameters kept fixed in our scans.

α αs αEM ≡ αðQ2 ¼ 0Þ mt (GeV) mh (GeV)

1=127.934 0.119 1=137.035997 172.5 125.09
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imposed for extracting 95% C.L. bounds. As displayed by
the orange points, for large cosðα − βÞ values, that is in the
wrong-sign domain, the mH and mA masses could simulta-
neously differ from the charged Higgs mass by roughly

250 GeV (or even more). Very large differences between
scalar masses lead to large nonperturbative contributions,
though; therefore, extreme cases are disfavored (see later).
The net result, upon including in the MCMC scan the

constraints coming from both the SM-like Higgs boson
measurements and the EWPOs, is visualized in Fig. 4.
There, we plot the allowed points in two parameter planes:
[cosðβ − αÞ; tan β] (top left) as well as (mH −mH� ;
mA −mH�) (top right). In the first case, we also display
the density of points while, in the second case, we split the
point between the alignment and wrong-sign scenarios.
The left plot in Fig. 4 is in fairly good agreement with the
experimental fits displayed in Fig. 2, thus passing
the goodness-of-fit test of the adopted HiggsSignals link.
In the same figure, we also plot the two scenarios
separately, the alignment one in the bottom-left and the
wrong-sign one in the bottom-right frame. Furthermore, as
it is interesting to measure the probability of a specific
configuration of the parameter space being realized in
nature, we add color gauges displaying the number of scan
points being plotted.

FIG. 3. Allowed parameter points with −0.04 ≤ T ≤ 0.24 in
the (mH −mH� , mA −mH� ) plane, for j cosðβ − αÞj < 0.1 and
0.2 < cosðβ − αÞ < 0.4.

FIG. 4. Distribution of the parameter space points on the [cosðβ − αÞ; tan β] (top left) and (mH −mH� ; mA −mH� ) (top right) planes
from the MCMC scan in the 2HDM type-II. In the mass plot, the alignment region is represented in blue, while the wrong-sign one is
superimposed in red, so that the latter obscure the former; hence, we also show these separately: the blue-green points isolate the
alignment limit scenario (bottom left) while the red-orange ones isolate the wrong-sign configuration (bottom right). The color gauges
measure the number of scan points plotted.
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B. Theoretical constraints

After discussing the limits on the 2HDM type-II para-
meter space coming from direct and indirect experimental
searches, in this section, we analyze the effect of theoretical
constraints. The three major conditions can be concisely
summarized as follows.

(i) Unitarity of the S matrix: the upper bound on the
eigenvalues Li of the scattering matrix of all Gold-
stone andHiggs 2-to-2 channels [68,69] is fixed to be

jLij ≤ 16π: ð14Þ

(ii) Perturbativity: the quartic Higgs couplings should be
small to justify the perturbative nature of the
calculations,

jλHiHjHkHl
j ≤ 8π: ð15Þ

(iii) Stability of the potential: the quartic Higgs potential
terms are bounded from below, in turn implying
that [70]

λ1 > 0; λ2 > 0; λ3 þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
λ1λ2

p
> 0;

λ3 þ λ4 − jλ5j þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
λ1λ2

p
> 0: ð16Þ

Out of these conditions, the stability and perturbativity of
the potential pose the most severe constraints on the
parameter space. In order to give an overview of the
bounds coming from the theoretical constraints, in
Fig. 5, we display the 2HDM type-II parameter space
regions excluded by the different constraints. For illustra-
tive purposes, we have fixed the mass of the (pseudo)
scalars to be mH� ¼ mH ¼ 600 GeV and mA ¼ 300 and
400 GeV. The blue dots reflect the bounds arising from the
requirement of unitarity. The effects are concentrated in the
medium-high tan β range and for jcosðβ − αÞj ≥ 0.1.
Positive (negative) values of Z7 disfavor negative (positive)
values of cosðβ − αÞ, shifting the excluded region on the
right-(left-)hand side. The unitarity bounds do not affect
the alignment and the wrong-sign domains, allowed by the
HiggsSignals and EWPO constraints and represented by the
blue (green and yellow) region at the 95% (90% and 68%)
C.L. The perturbativity constraint, represented by the

FIG. 5. Distribution of the parameter space points on the [cosðβ − αÞ; tan β� plane excluded by the theoretical constraints of unitarity
(blue hollow dots), perturbativity (magenta hollow squares), and stability (black crosses) in the 2HDM type-II. The masses of the heavy
Higgs boson, H, and the charged Higgs boson, H�, are fixed at mH� ¼ mH ¼ 600 GeV. The HiggsSignals and EWPO allowed regions
correspond to the yellow, green, blue regions, with 1, 2, and 3σ C.L. compatibility, respectively. Top row: in the left-hand plot,
mA ¼ 300 GeV and Z7 ¼ 0; in the right-hand plot, mA ¼ 300 GeV and Z7 ¼ 0.6. Bottom row: in the left-hand plot, mA ¼ 300 GeV
and Z7 ¼ 0.6; in the right-hand plot, mA ¼ 400 GeV and Z7 ¼ 0.6. The points excluded by HiggsBounds are also shown as red
crosses.
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magenta squares, extends the excluded region towards
lower values of tan β and j cosðβ − αÞj for the chosen value
of the quartic Higgs coupling. The effect of Z7 is the same
as for unitarity. As displayed in the two upper plots of
Fig. 5, for Z7 ¼ 0 the wrong-sign contour region is
completely excluded by the perturbativity constraint (see
left plot). By increasing the Z7 value to Z7 ¼ 0.6, the
parameter space opens up again (see right plot). According
to this trend, even if not shown explicitly in the figure, one
can deduce that negative Z7 values tend to exclude the
alignment region as well. Finally, the stability of the
potential, represented by the black crosses, excludes all
the negative values of cosðβ − αÞ and part of the positive
values so to suppress almost completely the alignment
domain. Summarizing the effect of the three constraints
coming from unitarity, perturbativity, and stability, it is
clear that negative values of Z7 are disfavored. For the
chosen setup, no points lie in the alignment region; they are
indeed concentrated in the wrong-sign domain (see lower
right plot). More generally, by increasing the mA value, the
alignment and the wrong-sign scenarios get both populated
again, the alignment contour at extremely low tan β values,
in particular.
The conclusion to be drawn from this exercise is that the

stability of the scalar potential enforces a lower bound on
the pseudoscalar mass, mA, in the alignment portion of the
parameter space. We analyze this effect in more detail in the
next section.

C. The role of mA

In this subsection, we investigate the conditions imposed
by a stable scalar potential and their effect on the two limits

of the model under consideration (2HDM type-II): the
alignment and wrong-sign domains. We use a collection of
points from the MCMC scan, which passes the condition
Δχ2tot < ð3σ C.L. upper limit) without imposing any other
constraints. The stability inequalities in Eq. (16) are
implemented step-by-step to be able to uniquely identify
their effect on the parameter space. The following obser-
vations can be made.

(i) At the beginning (without imposing any of the
stability conditions), there are points present in both
the alignment and wrong-sign limit regions.

(ii) The constraints λ1 > 0 and λ2 > 0 are targeting
points from both regions irrespectively of the
mA value.

(iii) There are surviving points in both regions after
imposing λ1 > 0 and λ2 > 0.

(iv) The condition λ3 þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
λ1λ2

p
> 0 does not exclude any

additional points for low mA values but discards a
large number of points exclusively from the align-
ment limit in the high mA domain.

(v) The final constraint of λ3 þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
λ1λ2

p þ λ4 − jλ5� > 0
again disfavors points from the alignment region
independently on the mA value. More importantly,
this proves to exclude all of the points from the
alignment limit region in the low-intermediate mA
range, with the exception of a handful of points at
low tan β. Contrary to this, the high mA range
contains surviving points in both regions after
imposing all the conditions.

This result is visualized in the scatter plots of Fig. 6,
where we display the ðmH;mAÞ parameter space. The blue
dots represent the alignment region, while the red ones refer
to the wrong-sign scenario. In these plots, we enforce the

FIG. 6. Distribution of the parameter space points on the ðmA;mHÞ plane allowed by the theoretical constraints in the 2HDM type-II.
The bound on the charged Higgs mass is implemented as mH� ≥ 600 GeV. In the left plot, the HiggsSignals, EWPOs and theoretical
constraints are enforced. In the right plot, HiggsBounds limits are also added. The blue/green dots represent the alignment region while
the red/yellow ones refer to the wrong-sign scenario. Two color bars are shown next to each plot, both giving a logarithmic scale count to
the colors used for the plot.
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experimental bounds coming from HiggsSignals and EWPOs
plus the theoretical constraints discussed above. We more-
over set the lower bound on the charged Higgs mass at
600 GeV. In the left plot, one can see that very few points
are left in the alignment region at low mA. Those few are
characterized by very small values of tan β, as discussed
previously. If we superimpose the HiggsBounds limits, even
these remaining points disappear.
The global picture is shown in the right plot of Fig. 6.

There one can see that, in the alignment limit of the 2HDM,
the pseudoscalar state is required to be rather heavy:
mA ≥ 350 GeV. Only in the wrong-sign scenario, it can
in principle have a mass as light as mA ≃ 150 GeV (see red
dots), when Z7 is rather large and positive, as shown in
Fig. 5. This latter feature is the result of the effects coming
from the perturbativity enforcement. This picture depends
however on the limit that could be in future set on the
chargedHiggsmass. Raising themH� limit pushes the lower
bound on mA further up, in the alignment scenario. In the
wrong-sign domain, one can still have light CP-odd Higgs
masses at the price of stretching Z7 towards large and
positive values, Z7 ≥ 1, typically. This is in agreement with
the findings given in Ref. [71]. Here, we have added a more
detailed analysis of the effects coming from the individual
constraints, highlighting in particular the role of the stability
requirement on the scalar potential in setting a lower bound
on the CP-odd Higgs mass in the alignment scenario.
In this section, we have described the framework and

tools to extract the portion of the 2HDM type-II parameter
space that is allowed by present experimental constraints
(summarized by EWPOs, HiggsSignals and HiggsBounds) and
the theoretical requirements. We are now ready to discuss
the possibilities that MAGELLAN, the global scan tool we
are presenting in this paper, offers to interpret the LHC data

coming from a variety of up-to-date analyses within the
specific model we are focusing on, the 2HDM type-II.

V. DATA INTERPRETATION

In this chapter, we apply the methodology of the global
scan tool, MAGELLAN, to interpret the LHC data within the
2HDM type-II. During the course of the MCMC scan,
various experimental and theoretical properties linked to
the individual parameter space points are computed and
saved. This retained information allows to examine differ-
ent aspects of the model from the same dataset. Any new
unfolded experimental results can be then translated
into direct bounds on the parameter space of the BSM
scenario at hand, the 2HDM type-II. The experimental
results corresponding to a given observable, typically the
95% C.L. exclusion bound on the cross section times BR,
can be projected onto any two-dimensional sections of the
full parameter space, thus allowing the extraction of limits
on different parameters of the theory. The observables, i.e.,
cross sections and BRs used for comparison, are computed
by making use of SusHi and 2HDMC.
As a working example, in the following, we consider the

most recent ATLAS analysis of the process pp → A →
Zh → Zbb̄ [72]. The search for the heavy CP-odd Higgs
boson, A, decaying into a Z boson and the 125 GeV Higgs
state, is performed by looking at final states with either two
opposite-sign charge leptons (lþl− with l ¼ e, μ) or a
neutrino pair (νν̄) plus two b-jets at the 13 TeV LHC with a
total integrated luminosity of L ¼ 36.1 fb−1. The 95% C.L.
upper bound on the cross section times BR as a function of
the C.P.-odd Higgs mass mA is shown in the left plot of
Fig. 7. There, it is assumed that the possible signal comes
from the pure gluon-gluon fusion production, while here
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FIG. 7. Left plot: 95% C.L. upper bound on the cross-section times BRs, σðpp → A → Zh → Zbb̄Þ, as a function of the CP-odd
Higgs mass, extracted by ATLAS at the 13 TeV LHC [72]. Right plot: Theoretical predictions for the same process pp → A →
Zh → Zbb̄ within the 2HDM type-II [here, σA ≡ σðpp → AÞ]. The different colors of the points in the scatter plot represent different
values of cosðβ − αÞ. Superimposed, there is the ATLAS observed (expected) cross section times BR given by the black solid (dashed)
line. Finally, the heavy black curve shows the projection of the expect limit curve of the ATLAS analysis to a luminosity of
L ¼ 300 fb−1.
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we also account for quark-antiquark annihilation (which is
generally subleading in comparison). In the right plot of the
same figure, the theoretical cross section times BR is
computed within the 2HDM type-II for the same mA range.
The different colors of the scatter points correspond to the
values of cosðα − βÞ shown in the top-right legend. The
cross section times BR depends on this parameter, sensibly.
The couplings of the CP-odd Higgs boson, A, with the
heavy quarks in the production subprocess and with the Z
and h bosons in its subsequent decay all depend on
cosðα − βÞ. Superimposed on this scatter plot, there are
the observed and expected curves taken from the ATLAS
analysis (see left plot). From direct comparison, one can
immediately see the excluded range of the CP-odd Higgs
mass as a function of the cosðα − βÞ value. This compari-
son can be further extended by taking into account the
limit on the cross section times BR expected in a near
future with a luminosity L ¼ 300 fb−1. The projected
exclusion bounds on cosðα − βÞ show indeed a sensible
improvement.
Beyond this, MAGELLAN allows the extraction of a rich

variety of information. The toolbox leverages the use of
the DataFrame class of PANDAS, making a custom selection
on the set of points relatively easy. Excluded (or allowed)
points by a given theoretical constraint or experimental
bound can then be projected onto any other plane, defined
by the desired choice of model parameters or observables.
In the specific case mentioned above, one can select points
above the 95% C.L. upper bound on the observed cross
section times BR, given by the black solid line on the
right plot of Fig. 7, and project those points in order to see
the effect of that particular model-independent measure-
ment on all the free parameters of the 2HDM type-II.
Note that, as the limits coming from the experimental
analyses reported on HEPData (https://www.hepdata.net/)
depend on the assumption made on the width of the
new hypothetical Higgs bosons, when involved, the
width of the (pseudo)scalar states is equally taken into
account when extracting the bounds on the parameter
space [73].
This feature is sketched in Fig. 8. Nine different 2D

projections of model parameters and observables are shown,
where first the points excluded by the aforementioned
ATLAS analysis (red) are drawn and then nonexcluded points
(blue), irrespective of the other hidden parameters. One could
also choose to visualize the results in the opposite order, that
is, first the nonexcluded points and then the excluded ones. In
this way, the region of the parameter space tested by the
specific experimental measurement at hand would stand out.
The double option is implemented and shown on the
MAGELLAN interactive webpage [42].
From this subgroup of possible parameter spaces, one

can already conclude that the low tan β region is the one

being tested by the ATLAS analysis at the 13 TeV LHC
[72], i.e., tan β ≤ 5 {c.f. the [cosðβ − αÞ, tan β] plane}.
There the range cosðβ − αÞ ≥ 0.5 is almost excluded for all
mA masses {c.f. the [cosðβ − αÞ, mA] projection}. Thus,
even if initially one built a colorless scatter plot of the
pp → A → Zh → Zbb̄ rate as a function of mA, with no
information on the cosðβ − αÞ value of the individual
points, the projection feature could shed light on the range
of cosðβ − αÞ, and tan β that one is testing. Of course,
higher luminosities could be sensitive to larger values of
tan β and smaller values of cosðβ − αÞ, thus extending the
search of new physics in particular in the wrong-sign
region.
Also, by looking at the top-right plot showing the value

of the width of the CP-odd Higgs boson over its mass as a
function of cosðβ − αÞ, one can see that the present analysis
covers a parameter space up to where ΓA=MA ≤ 11%. But
the possible values of this ratio extend up to ΓA=MA ≃ 25%.
This would imply that future experimental analyses should
stop relying on the pure narrow width approximation and
diversify their approach to include the search for wider
resonances.
Projecting the points excluded by the expected limit

on the production cross section times BR of the
process pp → A → Zh, at an integrated luminosity of
L ¼ 300 fb−1, on the same projection planes as Fig. 8,
one can see that a very significant portion of the parameter
space will be under scrutiny. This is shown in Fig. 9 by the
red scatter points. The region cosðβ − αÞ ≥ 0.4 can be
excluded at such a luminosity, as shown by the top-right,
middle-left, and middle-central plots. Also the alignment
region will start to disappear. This already gives a rather
good idea of what will happen in the next data taking stages
at the LHC.
This way of interpreting the model-independent exper-

imental data within a given model is much more flexible
and complete than the procedures adopted in the literature.
Referring in particular to the most recent pp → A → Zh
search performed by ATLAS [72], one can notice that, for
the interpretation of the cross section times BR limits in the
context of the 2HDM, the H�, H, and A bosons are
assumed to be degenerate. In our analysis, the three masses
can differ by 250 GeV and more, as detailed in Sec. IVA.
Moreover, the visualisation of the limits at 95% C.L. on the
2HDM parameters as given in Ref. [72] is constrained and
therefore, partial. Bounds are in fact displayed on the
[tan β, cosðβ − αÞ] plane, at a fixed value of the resonance
mass mA, and on the (tan β, mA) plane, at a fixed value
of cosðα − βÞ. The global scan presented in this paper can
go beyond these limitations and display the full limits on
any 2D plane, offering access to a rich variety of
information.
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A. 2HDM sensitivity of different measurements
at the LHC

In this section, we analyze different possible measure-
ments that can be performed at the LHC with the aim to
show their sensitivity to a given set of model parameters
within the 2HDM type-II. We discuss first the relevance of
the various channels, which might contain one or more
Higgs bosons as intermediate states, in covering portions of
the parameter space via the study of the BRs of the CP-odd
A and the CP-even (heavy)H. Some of these portions show
a partial overlap, some others are disjoint, as displayed in
Fig. 10. There, by looking at the top row, one can clearly
see that the A → tt̄ (red) and A → ZH (light blue) channels
are quite complementary. The first one is sensitive to low
tan β values (see top-left plot) and can cover a broad range
of the mass spectrum where the A and H masses do not
differ more than 200 GeV from each other and no hierarchy

between them is made explicit (see top-right plot). On the
contrary, the latter becomes relevant for low to medium
tan β values and when an explicit hierarchy is in place. The
A decay into down-type particles, b quarks or τ leptons, is
enhanced at medium-to-high values of tan β, as displayed
by the green and yellow points in the top-left plot. Finally,
the A → Zh mode is particularly sensitive to the large
cosðβ − αÞ region and low to medium tan β values. If we
instead look at theH decay modes (see bottom row), we see
that they are dominated by the decays into bb̄, τþτ− at high
tan β and tt̄, ZA at low tan β. These decays are concentrated
in the alignment region. This means that the processes
mediated by the heavy H scalar are not sensitive to the
region of large cosðβ − αÞ. For probing or excluding this
portion of the parameter space, that is, the wrong-sign
scenario, one needs to rely on processes mediated by the A
state, in particular, A → Zh. Notice that in Fig. 10 some

FIG. 8. Projections of the 2HDM type-II parameter and observables. The blue points are those allowed by HiggsSignals, EWPOs, and
theoretical constraints. The red ones are those excluded by the ATLAS analysis of the process pp → A → Zh → Zbb̄ with a luminosity
of L ¼ 36.1 fb−1. (Recall that we are not enforcing HiggsBounds constraints here.) The white background corresponds to the region of
parameter space failing against one or more of the limits from HiggsSignals, EWPOs, and theoretical constraints.
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layering may occur if two or more criteria are satisfied;
however, the overlapping regions are generally minimal so
as to not change the visual picture given.
The decay modes give of course only a partial picture of

the sensitivity of the experimental searches to the free
parameters of the theory. One should consider the total rate,
that is, production cross section times BR(s), in order to
have a complete view. This is displayed in Fig. 11, where
we plot the cross-section for theCP-odd Higgs boson in the
bidimensional [cosðβ − αÞ; tan β] plane, and in Fig. 12,
where we display the same observable for the heavy CP-
even Higgs mediated processes. The magnitude of the total
cross section is given following the color code on the right
columns. For the A mediated processes, the cross section
can range from the order of 30 pb, corresponding to
pp → A → tt̄, to the order of a few fb, corresponding to

the τþτ− channel. Analogous results hold for the H
mediated processes.

VI. SUMMARY

In this paper, we have tensioned the 2HDM type-II
against data stemming from a variety of experimental
contexts. We have included a wide range of results
spanning from the old high precision LEP and SLC data,
encoded into the so-called EWPOs, to the latest measure-
ments performed at the LHC.
Compared to the existing literature, in this paper, we

have applied for the first time a new method that can
improve the commonly used procedure for extracting
bounds on the 2HDM parameter space. Our new numerical
framework, called MAGELLAN, and statistical techniques

FIG. 9. Projections of the 2HDM type-II parameter and observables. The blue points are those allowed by HiggsSignals, EWPOs, and
theoretical constraints. The red ones are those excluded by the ATLAS analysis of the process pp → A → Zh → Zbb̄ projected to a
luminosity of L ¼ 300 fb−1.
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can be applied to any BSM scenarios. Here, we have
taken as testing ground the 2HDM for two main reasons.
Firstly, the 2HDM description of the scalar sector is
representative of a large variety of BSM theories, where
it is found to emerge in a natural way. Secondly, the 2HDM
is characterized by a far from trivial multidimensional
parameter space where the effectiveness of the new
methods can be robustly proved.
MAGELLAN is based on a Markov chain Monte Carlo

technique exploiting the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm
(via T3PS), which features the following key elements:
use of parallel processing when doing parameter scans,
efficient data storage with fast I/O, and interactive visu-
alization. This allows the user to explore any model in a
complete and efficient way. The novelty of our approach is
that the parameter space of any BSM theory can be
projected onto any bidimensional plane while still retaining

all underlying attributes of those points; hence, one always
has the possibility of investigating the associations between
the properties of its lower dimensional projections. The
toolbox MAGELLAN leverages the use of the DataFrame class
of PANDAS, making a custom selection on the set of points
relatively easy. The outcome is that excluded (or allowed)
points by given theoretical constraints or experi-
mental results corresponding to a given observable, typi-
cally the 95% C.L. exclusion bound on the cross section
times BR, can be therefore projected onto any 2D sections
of the full parameter space, thus allowing the simultaneous
extraction of limits on all the different parameters of the
theory. A further scope of MAGELLAN is that it can quickly
predict the regions of the parameter space that can be
accessible in a given search with the actual luminosity at
hand and show therein the characteristics of the new
particles to be searched for (e.g., mass, width, BRs, etc.)

FIG. 10. Top plots: regions of the two-dimensional parameter spaces with high BRs of the CP-odd Higgs boson, A, in the channels
given in the legend of the top-left plot. Bottom plots: same for the heavy CP-even Higgs boson, H, decaying into the channels listed in
the legend of the bottom-left plot.
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thus allowing to improve the data analysis. This way of
interpreting the model-independent experimental data
within a given BSM theory is much more flexible and
complete than the procedures adopted in the literature until
now. MAGELLAN is not published yet [41]. However, its
website interactive dashboards can already be accessed via
a public link. Through this website, the user can explore the
full parameter space and exploit the phenomenological
features of the model with ease.
In this paper, we have demonstrated some of its

capabilities in relation to the mapping of the present
and future LHC sensitivity to the dynamics of the
aforementioned 2HDM, specifically, of type-II. In this
case, MAGELLAN has been linked to external packages
enabling one to test the 2HDM type-II against experi-
mental data, i.e., HiggsBounds and HiggsSignals, as well as to
those enabling the prediction of the Higgs production and
decay observables such as SusHi and 2HDMC. This was
done to assess whether the enlarged Higgs sector
embedded in the 2HDM type-II construct has survived
experimental scrutiny to date and can thus be taken as a
solid theoretical framework in which searches for new
Higgs signals can be pursued at the LHC in the near

future. In particular, we have shown that two distinct
configurations of the parameter space of the 2HDM type-
II are currently compliant with all such data and also
satisfy internal consistency requirements of the model,
namely, the so-called wrong-sign scenario (up to 1 TeV
scale) and the alignment limit. Both of these can be probed
during the upcoming runs of the LHC. The dynamics
enabling one doing so are the production channels pp →
A and pp → H, i.e., those yielding, respectively, the
heavy CP-even and CP-odd Higgs states belonging to
the 2HDM type-II spectrum. These extra Higgs bosons
can in turn decay into a variety of modes, including chain
decays of one Higgs boson into another, e.g., A → Zh and
H → ZA. These processes contain all the neutral Higgs
bosons of such a BSM scenario (h represents the dis-
covered SM-like Higgs state). The sensitivity of future
LHC stages to all such production and decay modes was
studied, and it was argued that a combination of these
could potentially pave the way to the detection of all such
neutral states of the 2HDM type-II. In particular, the
discovery of a low or mid mass CP-odd Higgs boson,
mA ≤ 400 GeV, could exclude the alignment limit of the
2HDM type-II.

FIG. 11. Magnitude of the total cross section times BRs in the [cosðα − βÞ; tan β] plane for four different processes mediated by the
CP-odd Higgs boson, A. From top left to bottom (clockwise): pp → A → Zh, pp → A → τ−τþ, and pp → A → tt̄.
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We have therefore equipped ourselves and readers with a
new powerful and flexible framework, capable to test the
hypothesis of an enlarged Higgs sector existing in nature, as
the MAGELLAN voyage undertaken here can easily be
repeated within any other BSM theory.
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